Review of
Felts Field Spokane KSFF
Created by ORBX Systems

Felts Field is a medium size public airport located 4 nm northeast of Spokane, Washington. The
aviation activities were started back in 1913 but it was not until 1927 that the airport received the
name Felts Field after James Buell Felts who were a Washington Air National Guard aviator that
was killed in a crash that year.
The airport features 3 runways, one concrete, one asphalt and one water that is located on the
Spokane River. The entire area covers 416 acres and has an elevation of 1,957 ft. There are 163
aircraft based at Felts Field which covers single engine, multi engine, jet and helicopters. The total
aircraft operations are app. 75,000 per year (75,124 in 2009)

Specs:









Name Felts Field Spokane
Airport type Public
Owner Spokane City County
Location Spokane, Washington
ICAO KSFF
IATA / FAA SFF
Elevation 1,953 ft AMSL
Runways 3x
o 3L/21R Concrete 4,499 ft
o 3R/21L Asphalt 2,650 ft
o 3W/21W Water 6,000 ft

This add-on scenery I received directly from ORBX Systems and the download went perfect
without any issues. However even though the download speed was good the entire download did
take quite some time due to the size of this file (app. 1,087Gb as a zip file)
After the download had finished I searched the forums at ORBXs website to see if there had been
any updates or new patches that I needed when installing this add-on scenery. There were none for
this add-on scenery so I activated the installation wizard and within a few minutes the Felts Field
was perfectly installed on my computer.

I noticed that when installing this add-on scenery you can choose to install either the FSX version
or the Prepare 3D version. This is a really good extra service that is provided by ORBX since I with
this add-on scenery actually received two versions for the price of just one. I know that this is
getting more and more common but I still think that it is really nice service.
When the installation was completed I opened the included user guide to get familiar with this
add-on scenery. In this user guide is a lot of very useful information as e.g. an airport diagram, areal
maps and all the necessary airport data needed to fly to and from this airport. There are also listed
ideal and suggested FSX settings to get the best visual experience in accordance with the
computers performance/power.

Furthermore there are also written that to get the best visuals out of this scenery, the FTX
Northern Rockies region should be installed prior to the installation of Felts Field Spokane. I have
tested this scenery without the FTX region and with the use of the default FSX region. No problem
– this can very well be done and the visual is still superb, but I found some mesh mishaps around
the edges of the river so I would certainly recommend installing the FTX region to complete the
experience of flying over this part of the world.
Together with the user guide there are also installed a control panel specific for this airport
scenery. With this control panel the simmer will be able to customize the detailing and animation
within this scenery to fit the simmers needs and his/hers computers performance.

The simmer can customize the animations of people and creatures by activating/de-activating the
PeopleFlow and CreateFlow. The simmer also has the opportunity to include static people and
aircrafts and there are actually also an “Extra static aircraft” feature.
Next step is the vegetation where there are multiple choices to add more realism by including
different levels of grass, static trees and shrubs and also animated trees that swerves in the wind
which I find to be a very cool detail.
As last option the simmer can also customize under “General Options” – here the simmer can
choose the level of detailing for the KSFF airport buildings, if the scenery should include static
trains at the rail yard, static vehicles, waterfall and advance autogen.

All in all the simmer now has the possibility to customize the entire scenery down to even very
small details so that the scenery will fit the simmers needs and requests, and still be able to
customize the scenery to their computers performance / power.
I tested the scenery with all features in the control panel maxed out and I had no problems with my
computers performance. If you do encounter problems with frame rates or similar I would suggest
that you customize the settings in FSX instead of in the control panel, because the features you get

when activating all specifics in the control panel really contributes to create a living environment –
it really brings the scenery alive when e.g. using the PeopleFlow and you also has the animated
trees that swerves in the wind.
The scenery is very well made and is 100% the quality that ORBX is known for. The scenery
consists of a huge number of various customized building that are created perfectly to resemble the
real world buildings at KSFF. The buildings are very detailed and covered with high quality
textures which by the way, still didn’t have any negative impact on my computers performance.
The location of the buildings compared to pictures that I found on the internet and Google-Earth
was perfect and when taking a walk in the scenery I found it to be very realistic. Here below you
can see some real world pictures and their virtual counterparts and the resemblance is very good –
only the color of the terminal building is a little off, but this could be due to the daylight.

The scenery also contains a huge number of static airport materials, light poles, fences, markings,
signs and specific characteristic monuments as e.g. the huge clock. I found some real world pictures
of that one too, but they were restricted with “All Rights Reserved” and therefore I am not able to
include them in this review.

Everything is created for this scenery, even the parking area for vehicles at the terminal etc, which
is very well made with multiple static cars placed randomly around the area. The asphalt textures
are fair and I like that even the light poles here are also modeled which adds even more realism to
this scenery. This is however not the only parking area that is made – when walking through the
scenery I discovered several areas where static vehicles were placed and they were all very nicely
made with good textures quality, fair asphalt textures and very realistic surroundings.

To create a living environment ORBX has also included their PeopleFlow for this scenery and the
result is superb. You have animated people walking around in the scenery doing various things as
e.g. talking, walking and maintaining aircrafts etc and this features really contributes greatly to
increase the realism and to create a very realistic airport atmosphere. To support this there is also
included a huge number of static aircrafts and airport vehicles around the scenery and combining
all these details and animations really gave me a sensational feeling when arriving to this virtual
airport – I found it to be very realistic.

The aircrafts parking area, the taxiway and the runways textures are of a high quality. The
markings on the concrete/asphalt is very realistic and I really like the fact that there are different
concrete/asphalt colors which I find to be very realistic as it resembles the real world pictures that I
have seen, and also that it makes perfect sense, because at an airport like this, the concrete/asphalt
is not usually laid at the same time, and there has most certainly been made repairs on it due to
wind, time and usage.
Also the edge of the runway and taxiways are not just a perfect straight line but actually a very real
looking rough edge as in real life. These are small details but they all contribute to add the extra for
this scenery and push it right to the top of my rating scale.
The scenery however does not only contain the KSFF airport but also a huge area around the
airport. Here I found new buildings that were not standard FSX, a huge railway yard, a base ball
field, new bridges and waterfall animation – this was a nice surprise to see this huge complex area
surrounding the airport and being perfectly integrated with the airport. The quality that the
surrounding scenery is made of is of course the high level of quality as we know it from ORBX.

My conclusion for this scenery is that it is very well made. The scenery contains a huge number of
details which I am positive that I have not even found half of what is actually included. The
textures used are of a very high quality and the placing of the buildings is very accurate.
The scenery is good to frame rates and ORBX has really done it once again and created a superb and
very realistic airport scenery with a very real airport atmosphere and a perfect integrated living
environment. ORBX has filled the scenery with static aircrafts and especially if you select the
“Extra Static Aircrafts” in the control panel – this together with various airport vehicles and
materials just adds up to a perfect scenery.
The detailing of the buildings is done to perfection and indeed with the eye for the details, and I
rate this very beautiful scenery with 5/5-stars. It has been a pleasure to test and review this scenery
and I thank ORBX for contributing to the flightsim community with another excellent scenery.
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